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Abstract

Transactional Memory (TM) is a recent alternative
to traditional lock based synchronization mecha-
nisms for parallel programming. Our analysis of
existing literature in these areas highlights the ex-
istence of a relevant gap, which we aim to fill with
this dissertation: the lack of performance models
for hardware-based implementations of TM, also
known as Hardware Transactional Memory (HTM).
In order to monetize all the available transistors in
a modern processor, HTM is usually built on top of
the existing cache coherency protocols, whose dy-
namics we capture in the presented simulative and
analytical models. Moreover, the simulation model
is tested regarding Intel’s implementation of HTM
and predicts, with little discrepancies, probability
of abort and throughput. Subsequently, the an-
alytical model is validated against this simulation,
with an average error of 1.69% and 4.07% regarding
probability of abort and throughput, respectively.

Keywords: transactional memory, hardware,
performance modeling, concurrency control

1 Introduction

One of the main sources of complexity in paral-
lel programming is related to the need of properly
synchronizing accesses to shared memory regions.
In fact, the traditional, lock-based approach to syn-
chronize concurrent memory accesses is well-known
to be error prone even for experienced program-
mers: on the one hand, using coarse-grained lock-
ing, e.g., synchronizing any concurrent access via
a single lock, can severely limit parallelism; on the
other hand, while the usage of fine-grained locks
can enable larger degrees of parallelism, it also
opens the possibility of deadlocks and hinders a key
property at the basis of modern software engineer-
ing, composability [1].

TM has emerged as a simpler, and hence more at-
tractive, alternative to lock-based synchronization:
unlike mutual exclusion, TM only requires the iden-
tification of the atomic code blocks. How atomicity
is achieved no longer concerns the programmer.

Over the last 20 years, several implementations
of TM have been proposed, using either software,
hardware, or a combination of both. Yet, at current
date, performance of TM remains a controversial

issue [2, 3].
Hardware implementations of TM (HTM) avoid

the instrumentation costs incurred by Software
Transactional Memory (STM), but their nature is
inherently restricted and best-effort. In fact, com-
mercially available HTM implementations (such as
the ones provided by Intel Haswell or IBM P8 pro-
cessors) rely on cache coherency protocols to keep
track of the memory regions accessed by trans-
actions. As such, they suffer of spurious aborts
whenever relevant transactional metadata has to
be evicted by the cache (e.g., due to cache capacity
limitations).

These widely available HTMs, launched with
recent processors, thus provide performance that
varies significantly with the workload. However,
the internals of their implementations are mostly
undisclosed, for which reason it is hard to predict
a priori how an HTM will perform for a given new
application.

This work aims to develop tools for predicting
the performance of HTM-based applications. This
objective will be achieved in two steps: i) first a
discrete event based simulator is developed. This
simulator will focus on modeling the performance
dynamics of the cache coherency protocol used by
Intel Haswell processors, which, as is discussed in
more detail in Section 2, represents the backbone
used to implement the HTM provided by Intel; ii)
next an analytical model of Haswell’s HTM is de-
veloped. The analytical model will rely on queu-
ing theory and probabilistic techniques (extending
prior literature in the area of performance mod-
eling of concurrency control algorithms in STMs
and Database Management Systems (DBMSs) lit-
erature [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]) and will be validated by means
of the event based simulator.

The remainder of this document is structured as
follows. In Section 2 we present our experimenta-
tion on a Haswell machine, relevant assumptions
needed to develop the models are also presented
in that section. Section 4 explains the simulation
model. The analytical model is presented in Section
5. Section 6 presents the validation of the simula-
tion and of the analytical model. In Section 7 the
related work is discussed, with emphasis on the dif-
ferent implementations of TM both in software and
hardware, as well as on works that aim to model
STMs and DBMSs. Finally, in Section 8, conclu-
sions for this dissertations are presented.
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2 Study on Intel TSX

We gathered some information also from some stud-
ies on HTM in public literature [9, 10, 11]. We also
conducted further experiments by our own on Intel
Transactional Synchronization Extensions (TSX).

All the tests are executed in an Intel Xeon E3-
1275 v3 @ 3.50GHz. Intel TSX allows the usage of
two interfaces: i) lock elision; and ii) Restricted
Transactional Memory (RTM). All the following
tests use RTM. In RTM, contrarily from lock eli-
sion, the programmer must explicit call begin and
commit operations.

According to the processor specifications, L1
cache has 64 sets 8-way set associative, L2 has
512 sets, also 8-way. The capacity of L3 is 8 MB.
The cache line size in all levels of cache is 64 B.
The tested processor is a quad-core with Hyper-
Threading.

Firstly, analyzing the available literature, and
conducting experiments, we discovered that Intel
detects conflicts eagerly. Then, we mounted a ex-
periment to stress the conflict detection in TSX.
This experiment consists in start concurrently two
transactions, T1 and T2, both access the same gran-
ule. The trick is to schedule the access such that
T1 does the access first, then T2 accesses. We dis-
covered that who accesses the granule first aborts.
This can be explained with the MESI protocol, as
explained in Section 2.1

Secondly, we studied the transactional capacity
of TSX. In this front we did three experiments: i)
we stressed the fully associativity of Intel’s cache;
ii) we experimented various contiguous and strided
access; iii) we analyzed the maximum capacity for
random access patterns.

In the experiment i), we are confident that for
strided write only accesses multiple of 64, the max-
imum capacity is 8, i.e., the granule is always
mapped to the same set in L1 cache. For strided
write only accesses less than 64, i.e., experiment
ii), the theoretical capacity is also closely achieved,
however, we are confident that some “extra” gran-
ules are kept in L1, either transactional metadate or
transparent memory accesses injected by the com-
piler.

The last experiment iii), regarding a simulated
L1 capacity, shown that closely to 30 granules are
not possible to use, i.e., are polluted.

For the read accesses, we are developing a model

where we theorize that reads can be model as they
occupy some space c in L1, such that 0 < c < 1,
and this c is a function of the provided workload.

2.1 The MESI protocol

As we previously stated: the last transaction to
acquire a granule, in an incompatible access, aborts
the remaining transaction. This can be explained
by the invalidation process in Modified, Exclusive,
Shared, Invalid (MESI).

In this cache coherence protocol a line may be
in one of the following states: i) (M)odified; ii)
(E)xclusive, ; iii) (S)hared; or, iv) (I)nvalid.

For example, assume two caches, c1 and c2, and
a granule g, such that in the start the granule is
not present in any of the caches, i.e., sg : [I, I]. If
c1 reads g, a copy is stored in c1: sg : [E, I]. If now
c2 stores a modification of g, the copy in c1 must
be invalidated, i.e., sg : [I,M ].

Using this protocol, the following accesses pro-
duce the granule invalidation in T1: T1 writes g
than T2 reads or writes; T1 reads, then T2 writes.

On granule invalidation, or eviction, the
respective transaction is aborted. We did not
studied the eviction policy in L1, but we assume to
be Least Recently Used (LRU), hence, the trans-
actional accesses have priority over previous non-
transactional ones, allowing the usage of almost all
L1.

2.2 The TSX algorithm

We are modeling the case of HTM with a fall-back
to global lock solution. Each transactions starts
with some amount of budget that is updated upon
an abort. When the budget exhaust, the transac-
tion runs serially by means of the global lock al-
ternative. This is the approach presented in Algo-
rithm 1.

In order to start a transaction, an explicit call to
BeginXact (Line 4) is needed. This routine handles
the budget update and transparently interacts with
the TSX RTM interface.

The fall-back lock is checked twice, once immedi-
ately before starting the transaction (Line 6), and
again after it begins (Line 11)). This avoid a phe-
nomenon where all transactions in the system de-
plete their budgets when checking for the lock, also
called the lemming effect.
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Algorithm 1: TSX RTM with lock fall-back.

1 int budget = INIT BUDGET
2 int roaPolicy = {LINEAR, HALF, ZERO}
3
4 void BeginXact() {
5 while(1) {
6 while(sgl == 0) {
7 asm(”pause;”);
8 }
9 int status = xbegin();

10 if(status == XBEGIN STARTED) {
11 if(IS LOCKED(sgl)) { xabort(30); }
12 break;
13 if(status == XABORT CAPACITY) {
14 budget = SPEND BUDGET(budget);
15 } else { tries−−; }
16 if(tries <= 0) {
17 while(CAS(sgl, 0, 1) == 1) { asm(”pause;”); }
18 break;
19 }
20 }
21 }
22 }
23
24 void EndXact() {
25 if{budget > 0) { xend(); }
26 else { sgl= 0; }
27 }
28
29 int SPEND BUDGET(int b) {
30 if(roaPolicy == LINEAR) { return b − 1; }
31 else if(roaPolicy == HALF) { return b/2; }
32 else { return 0; }
33 }

The lock is seen as it is a granule in memory.
When someone writes the lock, the lock granule
generates a conflict in all active transactions, which
have to abort (Line 17), this conflict detection be-
havior is further analyzed in the next section.

When transactions return to the begin point
(Line 10), due to an abort, they restart non-
transactionally. The abort cause in variable status
(Line 9) may be the following: i) XABORT CAPACITY;
ii) XABORT CONFLICT; or iii) 0, for non-specified
cause.

If the cause is a conflict either: the lock is taken;
or there is a conflicts on some other granule (Line
15).

If the cause is a capacity exception (Line 14), the
transaction might be too large to fit into cache. In
this situation, three different policies (Line 2) have
been studied in literature [39]: i) LINEAR (Line 30);
ii) HALF (Line 31); and iii) ZERO (Line 32).

The transaction restarts until: i) it commits; or,
ii) the budget B exhausts. If i) occurs, then in
EndXact (Line 24) the respective xend routine is
called and commits the hardware transaction. If ii)
occurs, then the previously acquired lock (Line 17)
is released (Line 26).

3 Notation

The HTM system is composed by a number of θ
threads. Those may execute Transactional Code
Block (TCB) or Non-Transactional Code Block
(NTCB). A TCB is the code executed inside a
transaction. A NTCB, by opposition, is the code
executed outside a transaction. Given the specula-
tive nature of transactions, a thread may restart a
TCB several times.

At some instant, an HTM system has θt threads
running TCBs, θf threads running serialized TCBs
and θn threads running NTCB, such that θt+ θn+
θf = θ. A thread may start a transaction with
probability pt (1− pt for non-transactions).

Assume when some transaction enters the seri-
alized path, only one transaction executes in the
system at the same time. The remaining TCBs
and serialized TCBs are blocked.

Each transaction T starts with initial budget B,
i.e., the number of allowed restarts before falling
back into a serialized TCB. The remaining budget
is decremented by 1 after an abort (i.e., linear pol-
icy).

We named transactions with remaining budget
equal to 1 dangerous transactions, because they
may cascading abort all other transactions if they
abort. If the remaining budget is greater than 1,
then by opposition, they are named non-dangerous
transactions.

Any code block is assumed to complete in a given
C average time, exponentially distributed. Each
TCB acquires exactly L granules uniformly dis-
tributed over the total D available granules. After
each interval W = C/L, a granule is acquired. As-
sume NTCB to not conflict with TCB, for example,
in the tested workloads they access different regions
in memory.

The total number of possible acquirable granules
is given by the parameter D. The larger the D,
the larger the pool from where T may choose a
granule. The workload is further characterized with
the probability of write, i.e., PW .

The probability of abort is noted pa, and the
throughput X, i.e., the number of completed trans-
actions per unit of time.
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Figure 1: Simulation diagram.

4 Simulation model

Our simulation is built on top of ROme OpTimistic
Simulator (ROOT-SIM) [12]. This discrete event
simulator requires the programmer to define a num-
ber of Logical Processes (LPs). In our simulation,
each LP simulates a thread τi.

Each τ is on an initial state SINITAL, where it
decides with probability pt to start a transaction,
i.e., enter state STCB.

After W time units, the first granule gi is ac-
quired and the acquisition of the next granule gj
is scheduled. All the remaining τi receive an event
with the acquired gi. A LP aborts if it contains gi.

After L accesses τ commits. After commit, τ en-
ters again the SINITAL state, and repeats the pro-
cess until a given number of sampled transactions
is obtained or a timeout occurs.

Other simulated behavior includes the acquisi-
tion of the fall-back lock: in the simulation the
fall-back lock is acquired by consensus, if no one in
the serialized path and no one intendeds to enter it.
Other aspect is the unscheduling of future granule
acquisitions on transactional abort. Since ROOT-
SIM does not provide an unschedule mechanism,
we introduced a sequence number, if the sequence
number in the event does not match the LP state,
the event is ignored.

To simulate capacity, the simulation must be pro-
vided with the number of sets S and the n-way set
associativity N of the cache. Then, the cache is
abstracted as a group of bins, all with the same ca-

pacity. The mapping function for a granule g in a
bin is the modulus function, i.e., g mod S. Other
functions may be used. A capacity exception is de-
tected if a granule is mapped to a full bin.

5 Analytical model

As in any white box model, knowledge of the sys-
tem internals is needed. Therefore, we will assume
the empirically observed behavior presented in Sec-
tion 2.

The ultimate goal for this analytical model is to
predict the system probability of abort, i.e., pa, and
its throughput, i.e., X.

The description of the model follows a top down
approach. First, we describe how we model the evo-
lution of the system depending on the transactional
events that take place (e.g., aborts and commits).
The probabilities of, and the rate at, which these
events occur are then analytically derived.

At some instant t, this system has θ threads run-
ning TCBs, serialized TCBs or NTCBs. Among the
TCBs, those threads may have different remaining
budget i, such that, 0 < i ≤ B, assume i = 0 to be
the serialized TCBs.

Each instant t is characterized by a generic state
s in the form: [θB , .., θi, .., θ1, θf , θn]. All s[i] posi-
tions must sums θ. Threads may change the state
when they complete a code block, or abort. The
possible transitions for a generic thread τ are the
following (rates presented in Table 1):

i) τ completes a NTCB and starts other NTCB:
[θB , .., θf , θn]⇒ [θB , .., θf , θn]

ii) τ completes a NTCB and starts a TCB:
[θB , .., θf , θn]⇒ [θB + 1, .., θf , θn − 1]

iii) τ commits a TCB and starts other TCB:
[θB , .., θi, .., θ1, 0, n]⇒ [θB + 1, .., θi − 1, .., θ1, 0, θn]

iv) τ commits a TCB starts a NTCB:
[θB , .., θi, .., t1, 0, n]⇒ [θB , .., θi − 1, .., θ1, 0, θn + 1]

v) τ aborts a non-dangerous TCB:
[θB , .., θi, .., θ1, 0, n]⇒ [θB , .., θi− 1, θi−1 + 1, .., θ1, 0, θn]

vi) τ aborts a dangerous TCB:
[θB , .., θi, .., θ1, 0, θn]⇒ [0, θB , .., θi+1, .., θ2, θ1, θn]

vii) τ completes a serialized TCB and starts a TCB:
[θB , .., θ1, θf , n]⇒ [θB + 1, .., θ1, θf − 1, θn]

viii) τ completes a serialized TCB and starts a NTCB:
[θB , .., θ1, θf , θn]⇒ [θB , .., θ1, θf − 1, θn + 1]
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The solution vector ~π, gives, for some state s ∈ S,
the probability of being in that state ~πs.

Equation 1 presents the probability of reach-
ing the i-granule. To compute it, we relied on
the exponential assumptions of conflict arrival rate.
The arrival rate of conflicts is given by H(i) =
PIPconflict at iλ and depends on: i) the number of
acquired granules, Pconflict at i = i/D; ii) the com-
patibility of the access type, PI = 1 − (1 − PW )2;
iii) the number of concurrent transactions, λ =
(θt − 1)/W .

PR(i) =

{
1 , if i = 0

PR(i− 1)e−H(i−1)W , if i > 0
(1)

Once defined the probability of abort per state,
pa,s, the global probability of abort is computed as
in Equation 2.

pa =
∑

s(i,j=0,k)∈S

~πspa,s (2)

The global throughput is computed in Equation
3, and follows a similar approach. µn,s and µf,s are
equal to 1/C. µc,s is computed as the probability of
commit multiplied by the rate of complete TCBs.

X =
∑

s(θi,θf=0,θn)∈S

~πs(θnµn,s + θiµc,s)+

+
∑

s(θi,θf>1,θn)∈S

~πs(θnµn,s + µf,s)
(3)

Our model assumes pa,s equal to 1− PR(L) and
the average response of a TCB R as in Equation 4.
µc,s is the inverse of R, i.e., 1/R.

R = PR(L)C +

L−1∑
i=1

PR(i)

(
iW (1− e−H(i)W )+

+
1

H(i)
− e−H(i)W

(
W +

1

H(i)

)) (4)

Note that H(i) does not account the aborts due
to dangerous transactions acquiring the global lock.
After computing the solution vector ~π, p′a,s and µ′c,s
are calculated to have an approximated valued, and
then are used in the pa and X.
p′a,s and µ′c,s are the weighted average of the

cases where τ is dangerous (using Hd(i) = H(i) +
(θ1−1)µc,spa,s) and non-dangerous (using Hn(i) =
H(i) + θ1µc,spa,s).

Transition rate

i) θnµn(1− pt)

ii) θnµnpt

iii) θiµt(1− pa)pt

iv) θiµt(1− pa)(1− pt)

v) θiµtpa

vi) θiµtpa

vii) µfpt

viii) µf (1− pt)

Table 1: State transition rates.

5.1 Capacity exceptions

The previously presented model assume the cache
to have unlimited capacity, and only capture con-
flicts.

An easy approach to introduce capacity excep-
tions, is to update PR(L), which the model exten-
sively uses, to encompass the probability of capac-
ity exception at the i-th granule. This approach
treats capacity exceptions as conflict exceptions in
terms of budget update.

NB,C,I =

maxc∑
x=minc

(
B

x

)
x-1∏
y=0

(
I-yC

C

)
×NB-x,C-1,I-xC (5)

Mapping this problem to the problem: “how
many combinations one can put I distinguishable
balls, in B bins of capacity C”. The total num-
ber of combinations is given by Equation 5, where
minc and maxc are, respectively, the minimum and
maximum number of full bins with I balls. Assume
that N0,C,I and NB,C,0 are 1.

The probability of capacity at the i-th ball is
1−NB,C,I/BI , where BI is the number of combina-
tions without the capacity constraint. This formula
is slow to compute for large number of B, C and I.
In the future an approximation must be used.

6 Experimental results

The accuracy of the proposed models will be eval-
uated using 3 main metrics:

• Mean Absolute Error (MAE), defined by the
formula: 1

n

∑n
i=1 |xi − yi|
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• Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE), de-

fined as 1
n

∑n
i=1

|xi−yi|
yi

• The Pearson correlation factor r, defined as∑n
i=1(xi−x̄)(yi−ȳ)√∑n

i=1(xi−x̄)2
√∑n

i=1(yi−ȳ)2
.

(a) Probability of abort.
MAE = 2.75%, r = 0.8781

(b) Throughput.
MAPE = 14.98%, r = 0.9971

Figure 2: Intel TSX compared with the simulation.
Input: θ ∈ {2, 3, 4}, L ∈ {1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30}, D ∈
{1024, 2048, 4096, 8192, 16384, 32768}, PW ∈ {0.5, 1}
and B ∈ {2, 4, 6, 8, 10}

To test if the simulation is correctly capturing the
behavior from a real HTM system. The workload is
executed in the Intel machine presented in Section
2.

In order to the comparison of the throughput
be possible. The simulation is provided with the
measured C and the delay time between two con-
secutive transactions. For this experiment assume
pt = 1.

The Intel Time Stamp Counter (TSC) instruc-
tion is used to measure the latency between the
start and finish points of a transaction. It was also
used to measure the time of the commit instruc-
tion, i.e., xend(), and the non-transactional time
between two TCB.

(a) Probability of abort.
MAE = 1.69%, r = 0.9949

(b) Throughput.
MAPE = 4.07%, r = 0.9963

Figure 3: Simulation compared with the analyt-
ical model. The workload setup is the following:
θ ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}, L ∈ {2, 5, 10, 20, 50}, B ∈
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, C ∈ {1, 2, 8}, PW ∈ {0.1, 0.5, 0.9, 1},
and D ∈ {2000, 5000, 10000, 50000, 100000}

The obtained data in Figure 2 shows strong
correlation between the simulation and the TSX.
However, the measured probability of abort and
throughput in TSX have huge variations between
runs. In a near future we should fix this issue in
order to obtain more stable measurements.

We also tested for B = 1, but the results are
not aligned with the simulation. In this scenario,
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the MAE, regarding probability of abort, is 17.1%,
and the MAPE, regarding throughput, is 71.5%.
Though, using low values of budget like B = 1 is
not recommended, due to the best effort nature of
HTM. This can be caused to a data race condition
on the fall-back lock that may reduce the avail-
able budget of non-fall-back transactions. In both
models we assume all serialized transactions exe-
cute sequentially before non-serialized ones starting
its execution again.

The validation data for our analytical model is
presented in Figure 3. Over 10000 workloads were
tested, stressing many aspects as the impact of dif-
ferent values of budget, concurrent threads, num-
ber of accessed granules and probability of writing
those granules.

Figure 3 shows the validation data for the first
anaytical model.

Some input combinations are not present due to
the complexity of the analytical model. For in-
stance, with θ = 8 and B = 6 the analytical model
does not produce a solution in useful time. The
number of states grows exponentially with the num-
ber of threads and budget. In these the transition
matrix becomes quite large.

At this point the analytical model do not cap-
ture the effect of the capacity exceptions. Thus,
capacity behavior is disabled in the simulation.

6.1 Capacity tests

We compared the simulation with TSX in a sce-
nario where conflicts are very unlikely to occur, i.e.,
1 thread running. The workload is write only and
the accesses are done randomly in the granule pool.
We tested 10000 different random access patterns.

As shown in Figure 4, the distribution of prob-
ability of capacity (blue line with circles) closely
match the simulator assuming 30 granules to be in-
accessible in memory (these granules are contigu-
ously stored in the cache).

Then we validated the capacity formulas pre-
sented in Section 5.1, which closely match the sim-
ulation, as is shown in Figure 5. However the com-
plexity of the formula do not allowed us to test with
64 sets 8-way set associative. Thus, we had to tune
down the simulation to only encompasses 32 sets
8-way set associative.

Since the formula NB,C,I vastly uses recursion,
we cache the values in a map where the key

Figure 4: Comparisson of the capacity of Intel
TSX with our simulation marking some granules in
the cache as metadata (writes only).

Figure 5: Comparison between simulation and an-
alytical model. Cache geometry is 32 sets and 8-
way set associative. r = 0.9998.

is the tuple (B,C, I) and the value is NB,C,I ,
i.e., 〈(B,C, I), NB,C,I〉. Though, the values of
NB=64,C=8,I=200 is computed as infinite, using
double-precision floating-point arithmetic. Thus,
higher precision needs to be used to computed this
scenario.

7 Related Work

During the past decade there has been intense re-
search in the area of TM, motivated by the current
paradigm of multi-core hardware, which creates a
great need for concurrency control mechanisms that
are simple to use and yet provide scalable perfor-
mance.

TM provides a simple yet powerful API for con-
currency control. The paradigm consist in mark the
target critical section using some predefined rou-
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tines, e.g., BeginTX() and EndTX(). Marking
explicitly the reads/writes accesses to the shared
resources may also be needed, e.g. value =
Read(granule) and Write(granule, value).

Many software of implementations of TM ex-
ist [14, 15, 16, 17, 3, 18], i.e., STMs, but only
few are available in hardware, as is the case of
Intel TSX. However many proposals for the im-
plementations of TM in hardware, i.e., HTM ex-
ist [19, 20, 21]. Most hardware implementations
rely on the cache coherency protocols to eagerly
check when a conflict happens. There are some
studies on maintaining the cache coherency in a
multi-processor machine [22].

The introduction of HTM in current processors
adds extra complexity to the circuit, which may
cause bugs in very specific, hard to test, workloads.
Thus, manufactures have been very careful when
adding extensions with this new future. In the
case of Intel, it only implements a best effort HTM
where transactions do not survive context switches.

STM may use pessimistic (mutual exclusion) or
optimist (timestamps) approaches, or a combina-
tion of both. They usually have read and write sets
where the granules are temporarily stored. Then
there is a validation phase to check any violation
of the granule timestamp. However, more pes-
simistic approaches may detect the conflict eagerly
and abort the transaction sooner.

Usually, HTM implementations are best effort
and have many limitations. Therefore, there are
studies that try to use of both STM and HTM li-
braries in order to provide the performance of HTM
and yet allowing all kind of transactions by falling
back to STM, when HTM cannot handle the trans-
action. This approach is called Hybrid Transac-
tional Memory (HyTM) [23]. However, in some
recent studies show that HyTM may perform even
worse than pure HTM solutions [24].

TM is still being actively developed. Thus, there
are contradictory conclusions concerning the TM
performance gains when compared with traditional
synchronization techniques [2, 3].

TM must provide that transactions execute iso-
lated and preserve the consistency of the system.
The reference correctness criterion for TM is opac-
ity [25]. Opacity is stronger than Serializability,
enforcing: i) the real-time order of execution (as
in strict serializability [26]); ii) aborted transac-
tions should observe a state producible by execut-

ing transactions in some sequential order.
Since many implementations of TM exist, com-

paring how they perform in the presence of dif-
ferent workloads must be done through well know
benchmarks. Benchmarks for TM are, therefore,
synthetic applications that use TM to synchronize
themselves [27, 28, 29, 30].

Transactional systems are older than TM. Long
before TM there were DBMS with similar concerns.
Modeling this systems is vastly covered in many
papers [4, 5, 6]. These models are mainly analyti-
cal validated using the help of a simulation model.
Analytical and simulation models are white-box ap-
proaches. One must know how the system works to
devise the correspondent equations, or simulate its
long term behavior. Simulators should run on the
assumptions of the system, and abstract most of
the complexity that is not capture in the analytical
model.

Models for STM also exist [7, 31, 8, 32, 33, 34, 35,
36, 37, 38]. Some make use of analytical models [7,
31, 8]. Others use black-box techniques [32, 33].
And some more recent approaches try to combine
analytical and black-box models to achieve better
results [34, 35, 36, 37, 38].

The use of black-box techniques in HTM is ex-
ploited in Diegues et al. [39]. The model tunes the
HTM parameters while the application is running.
This approach provides best performance in long
term, assuming that the workload in the system has
stable and predictable characteristics. This disser-
tations tries to fill a gap in literature by developing
a white-box model for HTM.

8 Conclusion

This report surveyed the state of the art in TM,
by explaining its abstraction and implementations
in software, hardware, and combinations of both.
Given the recent release of best-effort hardware
support in Intel processors, some emphasis is given
to this new technology, whose details are undis-
closed and of the utmost relevance to understand
and tune its performance.

As such, the proposal presented here develops a
simulation and an analytical model aimed to cap-
ture the performance dynamics of Intel TSX. For
this, the main approaches for modeling concurrent
systems is presented, ranging from black-box to

8



white-box models.
The reason for developing both models is that

the simulator has a twofold purpose: it allows to
assess the impact of future changes in the processor
architecture (e.g., larger caches), and it can serve
to validate the analytical model.

Out experimental results showed some correla-
tions between the obtained data from Intel machine
and the simulation. This means that our assump-
tions are not completely wrong. Some adjustments
in our experiment with Intel system must be care-
fully revisited, in order to decrease its huge vari-
ation regarding the measurement of probability of
abort and throughput.

Also, our analytical model seems to best fit the
simulation data quite well with a MAE of 1.69% re-
garding probability of abort, and a MAPE of 4.07%
regarding throughput. Some numerical issues while
computing the transition matrix may have some in-
fluence in the results.

In terms of capacity modeling, we are confident
that Intel stores the write set in L1 cache, due to the
similarities with the gathered data from the simula-
tor. We also developed an equation to compute the
probability of capacity exception, which is highly
correlated with the simulation data. Although this
formula becomes very expensive in the presence of
many sets and granules. An approximation must
replace it in the future.

How Intel is storing the read set in cache is still a
mystery. Possible they use some complex mapping
function that we are not aware of.

Finally, some feature are still missing in our
model. For example, the validation of NTCB, i.e.,
pt < 1, how TSX handles conflicts between TCB
and NTCB. More parameters must be added to
better characterize the workloads. Rather than the
provided value for C, this one should be computed
having in account the latency of fetching granules
from either the different levels of cache or main
memory. Among other feature that were not the
main focus for this dissertation.
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